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Fermions on atom chips
Marcius H.T. Extavour, Lindsay J. LeBlanc, Jason McKeever, Alma B. Bardon,

Seth Aubin, Stefan Myrskog, Thorsten Schumm and Joseph H. Thywissen

1
Introduction

Degenerate Fermi gases (DFGs) earned their place at the leading edge of

degenerate quantum gas research with the first demonstration of an atomic
40K DFG in 1999 [1]. Since then, DFGs have been central to many impor-

tant advances in the field, including boson-fermion mixtures, strongly in-

teracting fermion-fermion spin mixtures, Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs)

of fermion dimers, Bardeen-Cooper-Shrieffer (BCS) -type superfluidity, BEC-

BCS crossover physics, Bose-Fermi heteronuclear molecules, and fermions in

optical lattices (see [2] and references therein).

Not long after the first DFG was produced, efficient loading of cold atoms

into atom chip microtraps enabled the first demonstration of Bose-Einstein

condensation on an atom chip [3, 4]. In subsequent years, research efforts in

DFGs and atom chips progressed independently, but were combined with the

2006 demonstration in Toronto of a DFG of 40K on an atom chip [5].

There are several attractive technical advantages in using atom chips for

fermions. Large collision rates, made possible by the strong confinement of

microtraps relative to conventional, macroscopic traps1, permit rapid sympa-

thetic evaporative cooling to quantum degeneracy. This obviates the need for

minute-scale vacuum lifetimes, multi-chamber vacuum systems and Zeeman

slowers. Dramatically shorter experimental cycle times from atomic vapour to

DFG also become possible, a point of practical value in day-to-day laboratory

research.

Atom chips also offer a wide array of techniques for trapping and manipu-

lating ultra-cold atoms using a single micro-fabricated device, including mag-

netostatic, electrostatic, and dynamic radio-frequency (RF) and microwave

dressed potentials, and integrated optical potentials. With these tools, dis-

1) We distinguish between “macroscopic” traps generated by
centimetre-scale external magnetic field coils, and chip-based mi-
crotraps.
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cussed extensively in this book, atom chips are well poised to advance active

research in fermionic many-body systems:

Fermions in one dimension Atom chips excel at producing anisotropic, high

aspect ratio magnetic potentials. They are particularly well-suited to

the study of one-dimensional fermion physics such as Luttinger liq-

uids [6–8], confinement-induced molecule formation [9] and spin-charge

separation [10].

Interference and coherence RF-dressed double-well potentials on atom chips

[11–15] have only recently been applied to ultra-cold fermions [15].

This combination is an exciting step in the direction of fermion quan-

tum atom optics, including interferometry [16], mesoscopic quantum

pumping circuit simulations [17], antibunching [18], and number statis-

tics [19–21].

Strongly interacting Fermi gases Spin-independent optical potentials can

trap the spin mixtures necessary for strong inter-particle interactions

in fermions. Optical traps near the surface of an atom chip [22, 23] pro-

vide opportunities to combine strongly interacting DFGs with near-field

RF and microwave probes.

In this chapter we review our recent and ongoing work with Fermi gases

and Bose-Fermi mixtures on an atom chip. The chapter begins with a re-

view of statistical and thermodynamic properties of the ideal, non-interacting

Fermi gas. After a brief description of our atom chip and its capabilities, we

discuss our experimental approach to producing a 40K DFG and a 40K–87Rb

DFG-BEC mixture. In doing so, we describe the factors affecting the loading

efficiency of the atom chip microtrap, and review our rapid sympathetic evap-

oration to degeneracy. This is followed by a discussion of species selectivity

in RF manipulation of the 40K–87Rb mixture, which we explore in the context

of sympathetic evaporative cooling and RF-dressed adiabatic double-well po-

tentials. Next, we describe the incorporation of a crossed-beam dipole trap

into the atom chip setup, with which we generate and manipulate strongly

interacting spin mixtures of 40K. Finally, we conclude with a brief discussion

of future research directions with DFGs and atom chips.

2
Theory of ideal Fermi gases

Ultra-cold Fermi gases differ from ultra-cold Bose gases in their simplest theo-

retical description in two important ways: first, there is no macroscopic occu-

pation of the single-particle ground state; second, spin-polarized Fermi gases
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Fig. 1 Universal curves of the mean Fermi-Dirac occupation of single
particle states ǫ vs. ǫ/EF, shown at select values of T/TF. The grey,
dotted line indicates the T = 0 filled Fermi sea (see text).

are completely non-interacting at ultra-cold temperatures [24, 25]. Ideal ther-

modynamic functions are thus excellent descriptors of cold spin-polarized

fermions, even as T → 0. In this section we review fermion thermodynamics,

calculate trapped density distributions, and discuss observable signatures of

Fermi degeneracy.

2.1
Thermodynamics

In the grand canonical ensemble description of an ideal Fermi gas, the mean

occupation number of the single-particle energy state ǫ is

nǫ =
1

eβ(ǫ−µ) + 1
=

1

Z−1eβǫ + 1
, (1)

where β ≡ 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant, µ is the chemical poten-

tial of the gas, and Z ≡ eβµ is the fugacity. The mean occupation number is

bounded 0 ≤ nǫ ≤ 1, which is a statement of the Pauli exclusion principle.

Figure 1 shows the occupation number as a function of single-particle energy

for various temperatures. The T = 0 ideal Fermi gas is characterized by a

filled “Fermi sea”: all energy levels ǫ for which ǫ ≤ EF are fully occupied

(nǫ = 1), while those for which ǫ > EF are empty (nǫ = 0). The Fermi energy

EF is equal to the chemical potential µ at T = 0. At high temperatures the gas

is described by a Boltzmann-like distribution [26].

Since a trapped gas is not in contact with number or energy reservoirs in

experiments, we ignore fluctuations in the total number and energy predicted

by the grand canonical ensemble description, taking N and E to be the average
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total number and total energy, respectively. These can be calculated using the

discrete sums

N = ∑
ǫ

nǫ and E = ∑
ǫ

ǫ nǫ, (2)

where the sums run over all discrete states. In the limit of a large number of

occupied states we can take the continuum limit, writing

N =
∫ ∞

ǫ=0
g(ǫ)nǫ dǫ and E =

∫ ∞

ǫ=0
g(ǫ)ǫ nǫ dǫ, (3)

where g(ǫ) = ǫ2/2(h̄ω̄)3 is the energy density of states for a harmonically

trapped gas in three-dimensions, and ω̄ ≡ (ωxωyωz)1/3 is the geometric mean

harmonic trap frequency.

Integrals of this type are of the form

∫ ∞

0
a n−1da

1

c−1e a + 1
= Γ(n) fn(C), (4)

where fn(C) = −Lin(−C), and Lin(C) = ∑
∞
j=1 Cj/jn is a polylogarithmic

function. For n = 1, f1 = ln (1 + C). Using eq. 4, we find that the total number

and energy are

N = (βh̄ω̄)−3 f3(Z) and E = 3kBT(βh̄ω̄)−3 f4(Z). (5)

The number and energy at zero temperature can be found using the zero

temperature limit of the Fermi function,

lim
T→0

fn(Z) =
(βµ)n

Γ(n + 1)
. (6)

As mentioned above, the Fermi energy EF is defined as the zero temperature

limit of µ. For convenience, we will also refer to the “Fermi temperature”

TF ≡ EF/kB, even though this temperature does not correspond to a phase

transition, as is the case for Tc of Bose gases. Re-writing eq. 5 in terms of EF,

we find

N =
1

6

(

EF

h̄ω̄

)3

and E =
3

5
N EF. (7)

The chemical potential and fugacity at finite temperature can be found nu-

merically by solving

6 f3(Z) = (βEF)
3. (8)
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Using the Sommerfeld expansion of the polylogarithms, one obtains low-

and high-temperature approximations to the chemical potential in a three-

dimensional harmonic trap [27]:

µ ≈















EF

[

1 − π2

3

(

kBT
EF

)2
]

for kBT ≪ EF, and

−kBT ln

[

6
(

kBT
EF

)3
]

for kBT ≫ EF.
(9)

Low dimensionality Under certain conditions, a T = 0 Fermi gas in an

anisotropic magnetic trap having ω⊥ ≫ ω‖ may become effectively one-

dimensional. If the atom number and temperature are such that EF < h̄ω⊥,

the transverse degrees of freedom are “frozen out” and fermions occupy only

the longitudinal energy levels of the trap. The number of fermions that

can occupy the 1D states at T = 0 is equal to the aspect ratio of the trap:

N1D = ω⊥/ω‖. This scenario is especially relevant to atom chip micromag-

netic traps, whose aspect ratios can be on the order of 102 to 104 [28].

2.2
Density distribution

Apart from the choice of g(ǫ), many of the expressions derived in sec. 2.1

resemble the textbook treatment of a uniform Fermi gas. In this section, we

calculate the non-uniform position and momentum distributions of trapped

fermions. The position distribution is observable in situ (with sufficient spa-

tial resolution), while the momentum distribution is observable in time-of-

flight. We calculate these distributions by two different conceptual starting

points: first, using semi-classical integrals; and second, using the local density

approximation.

Semi-classical approximation We can express energy as a semi-classical func-

tion of position and momentum, ǫ = p2/2M + U(r), where U(r) is the trap-

ping potential and M is the atomic mass. Using the distribution of eq. 1, we

integrate over momentum degrees of freedom to find the position distribu-

tion:

n(r) =
∫

d3 p

(2πh̄)3
[Z−1eβǫ(r,p)+ 1]−1, (10)

in which we have used the semi-classical phase-space volume of one quantum

state, (2πh̄)3. Integration using eq. 4 yields

n(r) = Λ−3
T f3/2(Ze−βU(r)), (11)
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where ΛT =
√

2πh̄2β/M is the thermal de Broglie wavelength . Unlike

the corresponding expression for ideal bosons, eq. 11 is valid at all temper-

atures. The difference lies in the fact that we have ignored the occupation

of the single-particle ground state in taking the continuum limit (see eq. 3),

evidenced by the vanishing density of states g(ǫ) for ǫ = 0. This does not

pose a problem for fermions, for which the occupation of the ground state

Z/(1 + Z) ≤ 1. For bosons, however, this limit completely ignores the con-

densed fraction, whose contribution to the thermodynamics must be reintro-

duced manually [26].

Local density approximation An alternate conceptual approach to the calcu-

lation of inhomogeneous distributions is the local density approximation. We

start with expressions for a uniform Fermi gas, and assume that local proper-

ties can be described by a local chemical potential µ − U(r) and local fugacity

Ze−βU(r). This implies that long-range properties of the Fermi gas may be ig-

nored, unlike in a BEC, which exhibits long-range phase coherence. Since the

density of a uniform degenerate Fermi gas is

nuniform = Λ−3
T f3/2(Z)

T=0−→ 1

6π2

[

2M

h̄2
EF

]3/2

, (12)

we immediately recover eq. 11 and its zero-temperature limit. In fact, the

local density approximation and the semi-classical approach generally yield

identical results for non-interacting fermions [24].

Specializing to the case of a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential

U(r) = 1
2 M(ω2

xx2 + ω2
yy2 + ω2

zz2) we obtain

n(r) = Λ−3
T f3/2

(

Z exp
[

− βM

2
(ω2

xx2 + ω2
yy2 + ω2

zz2)
]

)

. (13)

At zero temperature,

n(r) =
8N

π2 R̄3
TF

[

1 − x2

X2
TF

− y2

Y2
TF

− z2

Z2
TF

]3/2

Θ

(

1 − x2

X2
TF

− y2

Y2
TF

− z2

Z2
TF

)

(14)

where R̄TF =
√

2EF/Mω̄2 is the mean Thomas-Fermi radius of the cloud,

XTF =
√

2EF/Mω2
x etc. are the Thomas-Fermi lengths along each trapping

axis, and Θ(· · · ) is the Heaviside step function.

The momentum distribution can also be calculated using either the local

density or semi-classical approach. Experimentally, we observe the momen-

tum distribution in a time-of-flight density image, for which the distribution

is obtained by rescaling all frequencies ωi → ωi

√

1 + ω2
i t2 in eq. 13 along the

direction i ∈ {x, y, z}, and renormalizing to conserve particle number [25].
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2.3
Crossover to Fermi degeneracy

The T = 0 filled Fermi sea is quantum degenerate in the sense that it repre-

sents the absolute many-particle ground state of this non-interacting system.

The meaning of the term “degenerate” here should not be confused with its

more conventional meaning for a gas of bosons, for which degeneracy im-

plies multiple or macroscopic occupation of the single-particle ground state.

Multiple occupancy is forbidden for fermions, and so they are always “non-

degenerate” in the more conventional sense of the word.

What, then, is the nature of the transition to quantum degeneracy in

fermions? In contrast to the boson case, there is no phase transition into or out

of the filled Fermi sea. As is the case with bosons, however, high-temperature

expansions for thermodynamic quantities fail around Z = 1. At lower tem-

peratures the behaviour differs dramatically from the predictions of classical,

Boltzmann statistics. Whereas for low-temperature ideal bosons Z → 0− as

T → 0, for fermions Z → ∞ with the scaling Z ≈ eβEF , as implied by eq. 9.

It is interesting to note the quantitative relationship between fugacity and

degeneracy for fermions:

n0Λ3
T = f3/2(Z), (15)

where n0 ≡ n(0) is the central density of the cloud. Thus n0Λ3
T ≃ 0.77 when

Z = 1 for fermions, which occurs at T ≃ 0.57TF. By comparison, n0Λ3
T ≃ 2.61

when Z = 1 for bosons, at T = Tc.

The lack of a marked phase transition raises the question of what an ex-

perimental signature of Fermi degeneracy might be. Unlike a BEC, the non-

interacting DFG has an isotropic momentum distribution in time-of-flight,

even when released from an anisotropic trap [27]. Thus the aspect ratio of

the cold cloud cannot be a signature of degeneracy. Instead, observations of

Fermi degeneracy rely on two signatures: the average energy per particle, and

the shape of the time-of-flight density distribution.

Using eq. 5 we may write the average energy per particle as

E

N
= 3kBT

f4(Z)

f3(Z)
. (16)

The finite zero-temperature limit of eq. 16 is 3EF/5, corresponding to Fermi

pressure [26]. By comparison, the corresponding expression for the Boltz-

mann gas is E/N = 3kBT, which tends toward zero at zero temperature.

The second signature of Fermi degeneracy is evident when the observed

fermion time-of-flight distribution is compared to the predictions of the Boltz-
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mann and Fermi-Dirac models. The latter is obtained by integration of eq. 13

along the imaging line of sight.2

Taking z as the imaging direction, we find

ñ(x, y, t) =
N

2π rx(t) ry(t) f3(Z)
f2

(

Z exp

[

− x2

2r2
x(t)

− y2

2r2
y(t)

]

)

, (17)

where r2
i (t) = (ω−2

i + t2)/βM is the cloud size in the i ∈ {x, y, z} direction

after a time t of free expansion. By comparison, the spatial distribution for an

expanding cloud of classical particles is

ñcl(x, y, t) =
N

2π rx(t) ry(t)
exp

[

− x2

2r2
x(t)

− y2

2r2
y(t)

]

, (18)

using the same definitions for ri(t).

3
The atom chip

The experiments described in this chapter were carried out at the University

of Toronto with an atom chip designed and fabricated in the atom chip group

at the Laboratoire Charles Fabry de l’Institut d’Optique [29, 30]. This section

details the conductor layout, material composition, and supporting electrical

and mechanical infrastructure for the chip.

3.1
Chip construction and wire pattern

The atom chip consists of gold wires electroplated onto a cleaved 16 mm ×
28 mm ×600 µm silicon substrate. The chip was patterned using photolithog-

raphy, with the metal wires deposited by evaporation and electroplating. A

20 nm titanium adhesion layer and 200 nm gold seed layer were evaporated

onto the SiO2 surface oxide, followed by solution electroplating of gold to a

final wire height of 6 µm. The final result is a mostly bare silicon substrate

hosting eight gold electrical contact pads connecting five separate conductors

on its surface [29]. The wires can sustain an operating DC current of 5 A,

though we never exceed 2 A in the central Z-wire.

We use two of the five chip wires in the work presented here, highlighted

in dark grey in fig. 2a. The central Z-wire forms the basis of our static micro-

magnetic trap. An adjacent, thinner wire is used as a near-field antenna for

delivering RF and microwave fields to the trapped atoms.

2) When integrating Fermi functions over Gaussian degrees of free-

dom, it is useful to note that
∫ ∞

−∞
dx fn(Ce−x2

) =
√

π fn+1/2(C).
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a

AC
DC

Ioffe
bias

b 1050

190
y

x 80

z DC AC

copper

c

16 mm

3 mm

28 mm

Fig. 2 Atom chip conductor pattern and mounting schematic diagram.
a: Central atom chip conductor pattern, highlighting the Z-wire (“DC”)
and adjacent, thinner antenna wire (“AC”) in dark grey. Thick arrows
indicate the directions of external, uniform magnetic fields. b: Close-up
view of dashed region in a, showing wire widths, centre-to-centre sep-
aration, and location of the trapped atomic cloud (black ellipsoid). All
dimensions are in micrometres. c: The atom chip is pressed onto a fly-
cut copper block using ceramic MACOR C-clamps (white). Electrical
connections are not shown.

3.2
Electrical and mechanical connections

The chip is fastened to a copper support “stack” without glue or screws, but

by mechanical pressure only. Custom-made MACOR ceramic C-clamps press

flattened strips of beryllium-copper foil onto the gold contact pads for DC

and RF electrical connections, while at the same time pressing the chip onto

the stack (see fig. 2c). The beryllium-copper foil strips are in turn connected to

ceramic-insulated copper wires which deliver current from the air side into the

UHV chamber and onto the chip. The entire assembly is mounted vertically

in the vacuum chamber with the atom chip at the bottom, face down [31, 32].

The stack also acts as a heat-sink for the atom chip, and was machined from

oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper.

3.3
The Z-wire magnetic trap

We use an anisotropic, Ioffe-Pritchard-type Z-wire microtrap [33] throughout.

The external DC bias fields used for magnetic confinement are supplied by

three pairs of magnetic field coils mounted outside of the vacuum chamber.

With this setup we have achieved atom-surface distances between 80 µm and
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300 µm, harmonic oscillation frequencies ωx,z ∼ 2π×200 Hz to 2π×2.5 kHz,

ωy ∼ 2π×32 Hz to 50 Hz, and trap depths as large as kB×1.4 mK.

The effects of wire surface roughness on the magnetic potential have been

studied extensively for atom chips of this type [29,34,35]. Though sub-micron-

scale wire rugosity is not a problem at our 190 µm working distance, we

do observe three large and unexpected minima in the longitudinal magnetic

potential. Though these “defects” prevent us from reaching the largest trap

anisotropies available in Z-traps, we use them to our advantage during evap-

orative cooling. Magnetic gradients applied along y tilt the longitudinal po-

tential so that atoms preferentially fill the largest and deepest of these local

potential minima. In this local trap, the longitudinal oscillation frequency is

two to three times larger than it would be in the absence of the defect. The

increased mean oscillation frequency ω̄ (see sec. 2.1) and accompanying gains

in collision rate allow us to evaporate to quantum degeneracy more rapidly

and efficiently than would otherwise be possible.

4
Loading the microtrap

Our experimental approach to creating a 40K DFG on an atom chip is moti-

vated in large part by the scarcity of 40K, whose natural isotopic abundance

is only 0.012%. Even when using a potassium dispenser with 40K enriched to

5%, we find that large MOT beams are essential to capture enough 40K in a

background UHV pressure compatible with magnetic trapping. Rather than

using a reflected surface MOT [36], which would require a mirror-coated chip

of length ∼6 cm to accommodate our 4-cm-diameter MOT beams, we first

load a large conventional MOT several centimetres beneath the atom chip,

then magnetically trap and transport the atoms to the chip. Once loaded into

the Z-trap, we sympathetically cool 40K to quantum degeneracy with a 87Rb

reservoir to minimize 40K atom number loss. This approach also obviates the

need for a mirror-coated atom chip.

In this section and the next, we review our laser cooling, magnetic trapping

and transport, chip loading, and evaporative cooling steps, noting that further

detail is available in [5, 15, 31]. We also add to our previous work with a dis-

cussion of the roles of trap depth and trap volume in microtrap experiments,

with particular emphasis on chip loading in our setup.

4.1
Laser cooling and magnetic transport to the chip

Both 40K and 87Rb are initially trapped and cooled in a dual-species MOT

formed by six counterpropagating 4-cm-diameter beams centred 5 cm below
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the atom chip [15, 31]. We use a single-chamber vacuum system, and load the

MOT directly from atomic vapour created using a combination of dispensers

and light-induced atom desorption (LIAD). During each MOT loading cycle,

commercial high-power 405 nm LEDs irradiate our 75 mm × 75 mm × 16 cm

Pyrex vacuum cell for several seconds to generate the atomic vapour. We use

commercial Rb and home-made K dispensers to replenish the 40K and 87Rb

coatings on the interior walls of the UHV chamber as needed – typically ev-

ery few days or weeks [15]. By this method we achieve 40K and 87Rb atom

numbers of roughly 6 × 106 and 6 × 108 in the MOT.

After optical molasses cooling of 87Rb, both 87Rb and 40K are optically

pumped into the stretched internal magnetic hyperfine states, |F = 2, mF = 2〉
and |F = 9/2, mF = 9/2〉, respectively. With all lasers extinguished, the mix-

ture is magnetically trapped in a quadrupole magnetic trap and transported

vertically to the surface of the atom chip using external coils. From there atoms

are smoothly transferred from the quadrupole magnetic trap into the Z-trap

located 190 µm from the chip surface, which has harmonic 40K oscillation fre-

quencies ωx,z = 2π× 823±7 Hz and ωy = 2π× 46±1 Hz, and a trap depth of

∼ kB×1.05 mK.

4.2
Loading bosons and fermions onto the atom chip

Along with the advantages of high compression and fast collision rate char-

acteristic of atom chip microtraps comes a disadvantage: small trap volume.

The volume occupied by a trapped gas depends on its temperature, unlike in

the uniform “box” potential we are accustomed to from thermodynamics. The

trap volume is not typically discussed when creating “macroscopic” magnetic

traps with large coils, since their trap depths can be orders of magnitude larger

than is required to confine laser cooled atoms. For microtraps, however, the

trap volume may limit the number of atoms that can “fit” into the trap, in a

way that we will quantify in the following subsections. Our discussion points

a clear route to larger atom number, when it would be desirable.

An atom is trapped when its energy is less than the trap depth Utd. A good

model of a thermalized gas in a trap-depth-limited trap is a truncated Boltz-

mann distribution [37], where truncation occurs at η times the temperature,

i.e. Utd = ηkBT. For the collision rates typical of atom chip traps, free evap-

oration resulting from the limited trap depth occurs when η & 3; by contrast,

efficient evaporation occurs when η & 5.

The laser cooling discussed in sec. 4.1 allows atoms to be delivered to the

chip at temperatures less than Utd. However, our loading efficiency is typ-

ically 10% or less, while phase-space density is roughly preserved: we load
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roughly 2 × 107 87Rb atoms and 2 × 105 40K into the Z-trap. We will attempt

to explain the factors limiting this efficiency in the following subsections.

The initial loaded number of fermions places an upper bound on the num-

ber of ultra-cold fermions we can produce. Furthermore, though we load

many more bosons than fermions, bosons are continually lost during the evap-

orative cooling process, as described in sec. 5.1. The limited amount of “refrig-

erant” eventually limits the number of fermions that can be cooled, or their

final temperature. It is therefore important to understand our loading process

and ways in which it can be improved.

4.3
Effective trap volume

Our discussion here concerns the number, temperature, and density of a gas

at the start of evaporative cooling, having already been loaded into the mi-

crotrap. We will assume an initial phase-space density ρ0, which is typically

. 10−5 for laser cooled atoms. At the densities typical of this point in the ex-

perimental cycle, the density distribution of the gas is well approximated as

that of an ideal non-degenerate gas.

From eq. 11, the density distribution of an ideal Fermi gas in three dimen-

sions is n(r) = Λ−3
T f3/2(Ze−βU(r)), where U(0) ≡ 0. The corresponding

expression for ideal bosons is obtained by using the thermodynamic Bose-

Einstein function g3/2(· · · ) in place of f3/2(· · · ) in this expression. In either

case, at low fugacity

n(r)
Z≪1−→ Λ−3

T Ze−βU(r). (19)

Integrating both sides of the equation, we recover the total atom number

N = n0

∫

e−βU(r)dr, (20)

where the volume of integration is defined by U < Utd, and n0 = n(0).
In analogy with a uniform gas, we define the effective volume

Veff ≡
∫

e−βU(r)dr, (21)

such that n0 = N/Veff [37].

In the limit of η ≫ 1, we can integrate the full Boltzmann distribution to

find the trap volume in several typical cases. For a three-dimensional simple

harmonic oscillator potential,

VSHO
eff =

(

2π

Mω̄2

)3/2

(kBT)3/2, (22)
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where ω̄ is the geometric mean oscillation frequency. For the three-dimensional

quadrupole (linear) trap,

VQT
eff = 8πF̄−3(kBT)3, (23)

where U ≡ |F · r| and F̄ is the geometric mean gradient. For a simple three-

dimensional box of side L, Veff = V = L3. Finally, a hybrid two-dimensional

quadrupole and one-dimensional box model gives

V2QB
eff = 2πLF̄−2(kBT)2. (24)

In all of the above cases, the effective volume has a power-law dependence

Veff = CδTδ.

4.4
A full tank of atoms: maximum trapped atom number

Using the effective volume, we can now relate the trapped atom number to

the initial phase-space density ρ0, which is equivalent to the degeneracy pa-

rameter n0Λ3
T for Z ≪ 1:

N = n0Λ−3
T Veff(T). (25)

Since kBT ≤ Utd/η by definition, we can write out the explicit temperature

dependence in eq. 25 to find

N ≤ ρ0

(

M

2πh̄2

)3/2

Cδ(Utd/η)δ+3/2, (26)

for a trap with a δ power law effective volume.

This equation shows us why the loaded atom number is typically smaller

in microtraps than macrotraps. First, the trap depth Utd is typically smaller,

which reduces atom number with a power law as fast as U9/2
td for a three-

dimensional quadrupole. Second, even for comparable trap depths, the

stronger trapping strength of a microtrap reduces Cδ: C3 ∝ ω̄−3 in the case of

a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, for instance.

Eq. 26 also points to the importance of large currents in trapping wires.

Consider the case in which a three-dimensional harmonic microtrap is formed

above a single long wire, such that ω⊥ ∝ B0⊥/I, where B0⊥ is the perpendic-

ular bias field and I is the wire current. Since the trap depth increases linearly

with B0⊥, eq. 26 suggests that the maximum atom number at a fixed η and

phase-space density is Nmax ∝ I2B0⊥/ωz. Assuming that the distance from

the trapped atoms to the chip surface is fixed, and that ωz ∝
√

I, as is the case

for our trap, Nmax ∝ I5/2. Larger wire currents thus allow an increase in the

number of trapped atoms.
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4.5
Effect of geometry on loaded atom number

We now evaluate the trap volume and the expected maximum atom number

loaded into several well studied chip traps. We will start with the earliest

proposed traps, described in [38] by Libbrecht, and assume they are loaded

with 87Rb in the |2, 2〉 state. For a single-loop quadrupole trap of radius 10 µm

and using a 1 A current, the gradient is 5.4 × 105 G/cm and the trap depth

kB×21 mK. Assuming the trap can be loaded with η ≥ 4 (corresponding to an

initial temperature of ≤ 5 mK), the trap volume would be Veff ≤ 310 µm3. At

an initial phase-space density of 10−6, 2 × 104 atoms could be loaded into the

trap. However, a quadrupole trap has a magnetic field zero at its centre, and

is thus unsuitable for trapping ultra-cold atoms.

The Ioffe “(c)” configuration of [38] consists of concentric half-loops with

a 10 µm minimum diameter. Using a 1 A current, the trap has a depth of

kB×1.3 mK and a curvature that gives ω̄/2π ≈ 94 kHz. Although the trap is

impressively strong, its effective volume is only 0.4 µm3; less than one atom

would be trapped at a phase-space density of 10−6. For this reason, larger

trap volumes than those of Libbrecht’s pioneering geometries were required

to achieve quantum degeneracy in an atom chip microtrap.

Finally, let us consider the Reichel Z-trap [36]. The potential at the cen-

tre of the trap is harmonic, with a typical geometric mean frequency of

ω̄/2π ≈ 300 Hz in our setup. The trap depth is limited by the transverse

applied field, for which a typical value of 20 G gives Utd ≈ kB × 1.3 mK. As-

suming the trap is loaded at η = 4, we find that the effective volume is

1.3× 107 µm3, and the maximum trapped atom number 1.2 × 107 at an initial

phase-space density of 10−6. Although approximate, our calculation shows

that the Z-trap geometry is capable of loading six to seven orders of magni-

tude more atoms than the Libbrecht geometry for the same initial phase-space

density.

Furthermore, the calculation suggests that the loaded atom number in our

experiment is limited by trap depth and volume. For our geometric mean

field curvature of 3 × 104 G/cm2 and initial temperature of 300 µK, the ef-

fective trap volume is 3 × 107 µm3. One would expect 3 × 107 87Rb atoms at

ρ0 ≈ 10−6, and 3 × 105 40K atoms at ρ0 ≈ 4 × 10−8. This is consistent with

our observations, even though the effective volume model is clearly simpli-

fied. Nevertheless, the order-of-magnitude agreement demonstrates that we

are close to, if not at, the maximum possible number of loaded atoms, given

the phase-space density and temperature after magnetic transport to the chip.
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5
Rapid sympathetic cooling of a K-Rb mixture

In this section we describe the sympathetic evaporative cooling of 40K with
87Rb in a microtrap, by which we produce a pure 40K DFG or a dually-

degenerate BEC-DFG mixture. Particular emphasis is placed on the tempera-

ture dependence of the K-Rb scattering length, and its effect on K-Rb rether-

malization and evaporation efficiency. The section concludes with a discus-

sion of experimental signatures of quantum degeneracy in DFGs.

5.1
Forced sympathetic RF evaporation

We reach dual quantum degeneracy in 40K and 87Rb via sympathetic RF evap-

orative cooling of 87Rb in a Z-trap having B0 ≃ 2.6 G, 40K harmonic oscillation

frequencies ωx,z = 2π× 823±7 Hz and ωy = 2π× 46±1 Hz, and a trap depth

of kB×1.05 mK [5, 39–42]. In our case, 40K is cooled indirectly by thermaliz-

ing elastic collisions with 87Rb. By sweeping the RF evaporation frequency

from 28.6 MHz to 3.65 MHz in as little as 6 s, we reach T/TF ≃ 0.1 − 0.2 with

ǫF ≃ kB × 1.1 µK and as many as 4 × 104 40K atoms, faster than has been pos-

sible in conventional magnetic traps [5,15].3 This rapid evaporation to degen-

eracy is made possible by the strong atom chip confinement.

As is evident in fig. 3, the 40K is cooled to quantum degeneracy (Z ≥ 1)

with only a five-fold loss in atom number, while the 87Rb is evaporated with

log-slope efficiency −∂[log(ρ0)]/∂[log(N)] = 2.9 ± 0.4, where ρ0 is the peak

phase-space density. When evaporating 87Rb alone to BEC, the evaporation

efficiency can be as high as 4.0 ± 0.1; sacrificing some evaporation efficiency,

a more rapid evaporation can produce a BEC in just 2 s. By contrast, for
40K–87Rb mixtures, we observe that RF sweep times faster than 6 s are not

successful in achieving dual degeneracy. The reason is that 87Rb and 40K

rethermalize more slowly than 87Rb alone, particularly during the initial high-

temperature stages of evaporation. Direct measurements of the 40K and 87Rb

temperatures indicate that 40K thermalization lags that of 87Rb despite an ex-

perimentally optimized RF frequency sweep that is slower at higher tempera-

tures and accelerates at lower temperatures [5].

5.2
K–Rb cross-thermalization

We have studied the 40K–87Rb inter-species scattering cross-section σKRb

by measuring cross-thermalization rates at temperatures between 10 µK

3) A 6Li DFG has been produced in an all-optical setup in as little as
3.5 s [43].
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Fig. 3 Sympathetic cooling to dual 40K–87Rb quantum degeneracy.
Spin-polarized fermions without a bosonic bath cannot be successfully
evaporatively cooled (diamond). However, if bosonic 87Rb (squares)
is evaporatively cooled, the fermionic 40K is sympathetically cooled
(circles) by thermalizing elastic collisions with 87Rb. The vertical axes
indicate the evolution of phase-space-density en route to dual quantum
degeneracy (Z ≥ 1) during evaporation: 40K fugacity Z on the left,
and 87Rb ground state occupation on the right. A typical run-to-run
spread in atom number is indicated on the right-most point; all vertical
error bars are smaller than the marker size.

and 200 µK [5]. We compare the results, shown in fig. 4, to the σKRb-

vs.-temperature behaviour predicted by two scattering models. The sim-

pler model, assuming only s-wave contact-interaction scattering, predicts

σKRb = 4πa2/(1 + a2k2) > σRbRb throughout the stated temperature range,

where a = aKRb is the 40K–87Rb s-wave scattering length, and k the relative

wavevector in the centre-of-mass frame. The second, more detailed model

is based on an effective-range atom-atom scattering theory [44, 45] and is in

good agreement with our measurements.

We attribute the observed reduction in scattering cross-section to the on-

set of the Ramsauer-Townsend effect, in which the s-wave scattering phase

and cross-section approach zero for a particular value of relative energies

between particles [5, 46]. Despite the high-temperature reduction in cross-

section, however, 40K and 87Rb are relatively good sympathetic cooling part-

ners. By comparison, 6Li–87Rb sympathetic cooling measurements [47] sug-

gest a zero-temperature cross section approximately 100 times smaller than

σKRb; in other words, a maximum 6Li–87Rb cross-section roughly equal to the

lowest 40K–87Rb value we measure.
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Fig. 4 K–Rb cross-species thermalization. Measurements of σKRb (di-
amonds) are compared with the s-wave-only (dashed) and effective-
range (solid) scattering models (see text). For reference, the s-
wave σRbRb is also shown (dotted). Inset: We measure the cross-
thermalization by abruptly reducing the temperature of 87Rb and
watching the temperature of 40K relax with time. The data shown has
an asymptotic 40K temperature of 27 µK. The highest temperature
point (open diamond) did not completely thermalize and lies off of the
effective range prediction. A more sophisticated analysis may be re-
quired for this point, owing to severe trap anharmonicity at this high
temperature. The vertical error bars are statistical (one standard devi-
ation); the horizontal error bars show the spread in initial and final 40K
temperature during rethermalization.

5.3
Density-dependent loss

The large and negative inter-species scattering length aKRb results in a strong
40K–87Rb attractive interaction. At low temperatures and high atomic densi-

ties, this interaction creates an additional mean-field confinement that can lead

to massive and sudden losses during sympathetic cooling [39, 40, 42]. These

studies of density-dependent interaction-driven losses point to boson-boson-

fermion4 3-body decay as the underlying mechanism for the collapse of the

mixture. This effect ultimately limits the atom numbers in 40K–87Rb mixtures.

These effects manifest themselves in our experiment as 40K and 87Rb num-

ber losses near the end of evaporation. While we are able to produce BECs of

up to 3 × 105 atoms when we work with 87Rb alone, the simultaneous 87Rb

and 40K atom numbers are restricted to at most ∼ 105 and 4 × 104 respectively

(see fig. 3).

4) Fermion-fermion-boson 3-body decay is precluded by the Pauli
exclusion principle.
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5.4
Required temperature

The reduction in the K–Rb elastic scattering cross-section discussed in sec. 5.3

may lead the reader to wonder why we started evaporative cooling at such

a high temperature. The reason is that the 87Rb–87Rb elastic collision rate re-

quired for efficient evaporative cooling within our magnetic trap lifetime im-

poses a lower bound on the initial temperature. In this section we will shift

our focus to single-species collision rates in order to understand this constraint.

Evaporative cooling requires a trap lifetime that is some multiple (typi-

cally 103) of γ−1
coll, where γcoll = n0σvr is the collision rate at the centre of

the trap; n0 is the central density, σ is the elastic scattering cross-section, and

vr =
√

8kBT/πM is the relative velocity of collision partners [48].

Since ρ0 ≈ n0Λ3
T at the start of evaporation (see sec. 4.4), we can express the

central density in terms of the phase-space density:

γcoll =
σρ0M

π2h̄3
(kBT)2, (27)

which is independent of atom number.

This relation can be used to give a lower bound on temperature in a broad

range of traps. Defining γmin
coll as the minimum scattering rate,

(kBT)2 ≥ γmin
coll

π2h̄3

Mσρ0
. (28)

In the case of 87Rb, approximating σ by its low temperature limit 8πa2
s , where

as is the s-wave scattering length, we find that the minimum temperature at

the beginning of evaporative cooling is

Tmin
0 = 300 µK ×

(

10−6

ρ0

)1/2
(

γmin
coll

150 s−1

)1/2
(

5.3 nm

as

)

, (29)

for any loaded atom number or trap geometry. In our case, the Rb–Rb elastic

collision rate at the start of RF evaporation is roughly 150 s−1, the magnetic

trap lifetime 5 s, and the phase-space density 10−6 or slightly higher. Any adi-

abatic cooling achieved by decompressing the trap would take us below this

minimum collision rate, and result in significant loss of evaporation efficiency

due to our relatively short trap lifetime. We also observe an increase in K–Rb

3-body loss (see sec. 5.3) when evaporating with a higher collision rate in a

more compressed trap. For these reasons, we must start our evaporation in

the regime where the Ramsauer-Townsend effect is significant.
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Fig. 5 a : The apparent in situ fermion temperature measured by gaus-
sian fits to 40K time-of-flight absorption data, plotted versus tempera-
ture of both thermal (diamonds) and Bose-condensed (circles) 87Rb.
The data follows the expected universal curve derived from ideal Fermi
gas theory (solid line), deviating from the corresponding Boltzmann
prediction (dashed) at temperatures below T/TF ≈ 0.5. b,c : Absorp-
tion images for T/TF = 0.95 and T/TF = 0.35 respectively, over-
layed with black circles of radius RF rescaled after time-of-flight (see
sec. 2.2). d: Residuals from radial fits of gaussian (dots) and Fermi-
Dirac (squares) envelope functions to absorption data at T/TF = 0.1.
The good Fermi-Dirac fit and poor gaussian fit are evidence of a Fermi
degenerate sample.

5.5
Experimental signatures of Fermi degeneracy

Following the discussion in sec. 2.3, we assess the degree of Fermi degeneracy

in 40K by fitting ideal Boltzmann and Fermi gas theory to time-of-flight ab-

sorption data. Unlike the Boltzmann gas, whose spatial width tends toward

zero as T → 0, Pauli exclusion results in a finite-sized Fermi gas with a fi-

nite average momentum, even at T = 0. This Fermi pressure (see sec. 2.3) is

evident in fig. 5a, in which the in-trap cloud width deviates from the Boltz-

mann prediction for T/TF . 0.5. Absorption images taken at T/TF = 0.95

and T/TF = 0.35 are overlayed with a circle indicating EF in figs. 5b and 5c,

demonstrating that the average momentum of the Fermi gas plateaus at low

temperature.

In addition to the expansion energy, a second measure of the degree of

Fermi degeneracy is the deviation of the time-of-flight spatial profile from the

gaussian envelope predicted by Boltzmann statistics. The gaussian fit is ex-

cellent at high temperatures, but fails at low temperatures. Fig. 5d shows the

residuals of a gaussian fit using eq. 18 to a gas at T/TF = 0.1, compared to

those of a fit using equation 17, which assumes Fermi-Dirac statistics. Though
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the gaussian and Fermi-Dirac profiles are very similar, careful analysis shows

that the Fermi-Dirac function is a better fit, with a reduced χ2 three times

lower than the gaussian fit.

6
Species-selective RF manipulation

For atoms confined to a magnetic trap, an applied field oscillating at radio

frequencies (RF) can resonantly couple adjacent mF states. The atomic system

in the combined static and time-varying magnetic fields can be described by

a Hamiltonian with new, uncoupled eigenstates – the so-called “adiabatic” or

“RF-dressed” states [49]. The spatial dependence of these states, and thus the

spatial character of the trapping potential, can be manipulated by varying the

RF amplitude BRF and frequency ωRF. In this section we discuss two useful

regimes for manipulating ultra-cold boson-fermion mixtures on atom chips

using these effects.

The first type of RF manipulation is species-selective evaporative cooling.

As implied in sec. 5, RF manipulation can drive 87Rb spin-flip transitions to

untrapped spin states at the edge of the 87Rb dressed potential without in-

ducing loss in 40K, as a consequence of the explicit mF and gF dependence

of the magnetic trapping potentials. In the second type of RF manipulation,

BRF is large enough that Landau-Zener tunnelling between dressed states is

suppressed and the usual adiabatic condition is satisfied [48]. Atoms adia-

batically follow the RF-dressed magnetic eigenstates and remain trapped in

a double-well potential [50–52]. This effect was first demonstrated on both

thermal [49, 53] and quantum degenerate Bose gases [11, 54] and is now a

well-established method for dynamically “splitting” an ultra-cold Bose gas

[11–14, 55]. We have added to this work by demonstrating the simultaneous

creation of a 87Rb double well and a 40K single well [15]. This result demon-

strates that the adiabatic potentials experienced by each species can be dra-

matically different in an applied RF field, owing to the different values of gF

for 87Rb and 40K.

6.1
Sympathetic RF evaporation

In this section we consider a simple sympathetic cooling scenario, typical in

our experiments; an RF “knife” is used to evaporatively cool 87Rb, which then

acts as a refrigerant for the 40K.5 Ideally, this scheme would causes no loss of
40K atoms; here we explore to what extent this is true.

5) Microwave magnetic fields at 6.8 GHz may also be used to species-
selectively evaporate 87Rb via hyperfine transitions [47].
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A critical parameter in evaporative cooling is η = Utd/kBT (see sec. 4.2).

The larger the choice of η, the fewer atoms are removed from the trap, since

a smaller fraction of the kinetic energy distribution lies above Utd [48]. In

sympathetic cooling of 40K by 87Rb, we would ideally like the RF field to have

no effect on the 40K trap depth. However, we shall see that for our scheme the

RF knife does limit the trap depth for 40K, though the effect is small. This effect

may be quantified by evaluating η for 40K in our cooling scheme.

We begin by considering atoms in spin states |F, mF〉 in a static (“DC”) mag-

netic trap, whose potential is U(r) = mFgFµBBDC(r). The minimum magnetic

field amplitude is B0 ≡ BDC(0) using the notation BDC(r) ≡ |BDC(r)|. We

apply a weak, sinusoidally time-varying magnetic field of amplitude BRF and

frequency ωRF. If h̄ωRF > gFµBB0, then atoms in state mF at positions r1 for

which

gFµBBDC(r1) = h̄ωRF (30)

can undergo spin flips to adjacent mF states, including untrapped ones. This

imposes an effective trap depth Utd = gFmFµB(BDC(r1)− B0) on these atoms,

since any atom with energy above Utd is ejected from the trap. Therefore, we

can write

Utd ≡ ηkBT = mF(h̄ωRF − gFµBB0) (31)

for a gas of atoms in state |F, mF〉 in thermal equilibrium at temperature T.

For two species in thermal equilibrium in the same magnetic trap, we can

write down simultaneous equations like 31 for both species. From these, we

infer the relationship

ηK =

(

m
(K)
F

m
(Rb)
F

)

ηRb + m
(K)
F

[

g
(Rb)
F − g

(K)
F

] µBB0

kBT
. (32)

between the two η parameters in the case of 40K and 87Rb, using the fact that

ωRF and B0 are common to both species. This convenient form highlights the

role of mF and gF in the RF evaporation of a mixture of atomic species.

Moving now to a more specific case, we note that typical sympathetic cool-

ing ramps are done with 87Rb in the |2, 2〉 state, and the 40K in |9/2, 9/2〉,
since this mixture is stable with respect to many inelastic collisions [39]. Eq. 32

yields

ηK =
9

4
ηRb +

5

4

µBB0

kBT
, (33)

from which we immediately conclude that ηK > 9ηRb/4 for all values of tem-

perature. Having ηK > ηRb ensures that 87Rb can be evaporated without in-

ducing significant loss in the 40K population, as required for efficient sympa-

thetic evaporative cooling.
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For a typical experimental value of ηRb ≈ 8, which is roughly constant

throughout the evaporation, fig. 6 demonstrates that ηK rises sharply for all

trappable m
(K)
F states as sympathetic evaporation proceeds and the 40K tem-

perature decreases. 40K spin-flip losses are most likely to occur when ηK is

smallest. In our experiments, this occurs at the beginning of evaporation,

when B0 = 5.7 G, T ∼ 300 µK [5, 15], and ηK = 8.1.
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Fig. 6 Evaporation parameter ηK for 40K atoms in a typical sympa-
thetic cooling ramp with B0 = 5.7G and ηRb ≈ 8 (dashed line, see
text). The curves represent different magnetically trappable values of

m
(K)
F (1/2 to 9/2, from bottom to top). ηK rises sharply as evaporation

proceeds and the temperature decreases, while ηRb remains constant.

We can also use eq. 33 to compare ηK and ηRb in the scenario in which all the
87Rb is evaporated away to leave a pure 40K DFG. Taking ηRb → 0 and work-

ing at a typical pure-DFG temperature T = 220 nK [5], we find ηK > 220 for all

trappable 40K sublevels. This confirms that 87Rb can be fully and selectively

ejected from the trap without causing any significant 40K loss.

Finally, we note that it is possible in principle to evaporate 40K without in-

ducing 87Rb loss. For RF frequencies h̄ωRF ≤ g
(Rb)
F µBB0, only 40K atoms are

ejected from the trap, at positions r2 such that h̄ωRF = g
(K)
F µBB(r2). Following

the derivation of eq. 31 , we can express the 40K trap depth in this scenario as

U
(K)
td = m

(K)
F [g

(Rb)
F − g

(K)
F ]µBB0. In our experiment, using B0 = 5.7 G and the

stretched states of 40K and 87Rb, Utd = 5µBB0/4 ≃ kB × 480 µK. Thus, we

expect to be able to evaporate T . 480 µK 40K clouds without affecting the
87Rb population.
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6.2
Species-selective double wells

In this section we discuss the species-selective nature of RF-dressed double

wells. In a two-species mixture, this effect permits the simultaneous forma-

tion of a double-well potential for 87Rb and single-well potential for 40K [15],

and vice versa. We use an RF amplitude BRF ≪ B0, for which the effective

adiabatic potentials6 may be written [11–13]

Ueff(r) = m′
F

√

δ(r)2 + Ω(r)2 (34)

where

δ(r) = µBgFBDC(r)− h̄ωRF (35)

Ω(r) = µBgFBRF⊥(r)/2, (36)

BDC(r) ≡ |BDC(r)| is the static magnetic field amplitude, BRF⊥(r) is the am-

plitude of the BRF component which is perpendicular to BDC(r) at point r, and

m′
F is the new, effective magnetic quantum number. The parameters δ(r) and

Ω(r) can be identified as the local detuning and Rabi frequency of the RF field,

respectively. Using eq. 34, we can calculate effective adiabatic potentials for
87Rb and 40K and use them to illustrate the simultaneous creation of single-

and double-well potentials in a 40K–87Rb mixture.

For clarity, we consider the formation of the 87Rb double well and 40K sin-

gle well separately. Our starting point is a |9/2, 9/2〉–|2, 2〉 40K–87Rb mixture

confined to a static, anisotropic harmonic Z-trap directly above the RF wire

(see fig. 7a) with B0 = 1.214 G, ωx,z = 2π× 1.23 kHz and ωy = 2π× 13.7 Hz.

a
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80

z
y
x
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Fig. 7 Atoms confined to single-well (a) and double-well (b) potentials
induced by RF manipulation 80 µm above the chip surface.

Rb double well An RF field with initial frequency ωRF = 2π × 800 kHz and

detuning δ(Rb) = −50 kHz is applied by ramping up its amplitude from zero

to the final value BRF = 200 mG. A potential barrier is formed at r = 0

by sweeping the RF frequency through the resonant point δ(Rb)(0) = 0. As

the RF field is applied, each undressed state is adiabatically connected to

6) For BRF ≈ B0, eq. 34, which relies on the rotating-wave approxima-
tion (RWA), is no longer valid [51, 52, 56].
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one dressed state; here m
(Rb)
F = 2 is connected to m

′(Rb)
F = 2, shown as the

upper-most black curve in fig. 8a. After sweeping to a final RF frequency

ωRF = 2π × 860 kHz, the barrier height is h×2.4 kHz and the x-direction dou-

ble well separation is 4 µm (see fig. 8b). The m
′(Rb)
F level repulsion at the dou-

ble well minima is 70 kHz, sufficient to prevent Landau-Zener spin flips at our

working temperatures T . 1 µK. The 87Rb population thus remains trapped

in the m
′(Rb)
F = 2 dressed level.
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Fig. 8 Simultaneous adiabatic dressed potentials for 87Rb and 40K.
a: The 87Rb-double-well case. 87Rb (black) and 40K (grey) effective
dressed potentials are plotted as a function of the spatial coordinate x
(see fig. 7). Each curve corresponds to a single value of m′

F for 87Rb

and 40K, with the upper-most curves corresponding to m′
F = 2 and

m′
F = 9/2 respectively. 87Rb atoms populate their upper-most m′

F = 2

dressed state (thick, dashed), while 40K atoms populate their lower-
most m′

F = −9/2 single well dressed state (thick, grey). b: A closer
view of the 87Rb double well and 40K single well, plotted together on
a single vertical Ueff/h axis in units of kHz. Both curves have been
shifted vertically to align their potential minima at zero kHz. c: A closer
view of the 40K double well and 87Rb single well, with vertical axis
similar to b. The dressed 87Rb single well (black, dashed) deviates
slightly from the undressed single well (solid, thin black), illustrating the
slight loss of radial trap curvature.
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K single well The trapping potential for the 40K atoms is affected in a very

different way for the same magnetic field configuration. In our current exam-

ple (fig. 8a,b), the detuning for 40K is positive; δ(K)(0) = 2π×482 kHz at the

trap minimum. Near r = 0, the RF dressing adiabatically connects m
(K)
F = 9/2

to m
′(K)
F = −9/2. Since [δ(K)(0)]2 ≫ [Ω(K)(0)]2, the potential curvature near

r = 0 is largely unaffected by the RF coupling (see equation 34). More quan-

titatively, the dressed states are most deformed where δ(K)(r) ≈ 0, which cor-

responds to x ≃ ±23 µm, and a potential energy of roughly 110 µK above the

local minimum at r = 0. Since our experiments are typically conducted with

T . 1 µK, we can be satisfied that the 40K potential retains its original form

near r = 0 without inducing any 40K loss.

One important feature of this single- and double well arrangement is that

the 87Rb double well separation and barrier height may be tuned over a wide

range by adjusting ωRF and BRF without affecting the shape of the 40K poten-

tial.

An obvious extension of the work described here and in [15] would be to

reverse the roles of boson and fermion, creating a double well for fermions

overlapped with a single well for bosons. The magnetic hyperfine structure

of 40K and 87Rb makes this possible in a 40K–87Rb mixture, but with slightly

different results than in the 87Rb-double-well case.

Following the 87Rb-double-well example of the preceding section, here we

sweep the RF frequency from ωRF = 2π × 338 kHz to ωRF = 2π × 383 kHz.

In the same static trap with B0 = 1.214 G, δ(K) changes sign from −50 kHz

to +5 kHz, while δ(Rb) remains negative throughout. This creates a 40K dou-

ble well in the m
′(K)
F = 9/2 state with x-direction well separation ∼ 4 µm,

barrier height h×2.9 kHz at r = 0, and m
′(K)
F level repulsion ∼ 70 kHz at

x = ±2.1 µm. In contrast to the 87Rb-double-well scenario, here both 40K and
87Rb adiabatically follow their respective upper-most dressed levels, which

exhibit their strongest spatial deformation near the trap centre. While 40K ex-

periences a double well potential, the 87Rb m
′(Rb)
F = 2 potential is a single

well with slightly reduced radial curvature from the initial, undressed mF = 2

potential, as shown in fig. 8c.

In addition to the species-selectivity of this process, it should be emphasized

that atom chips are particularly well-suited to creating adiabatic dressed state

potentials due to the proximity of the atoms to chip wire RF antennae. The

double-wells described in this section were created using RF Rabi frequen-

cies Ω ∼ 100 - 200 kHz, though we can achieve values as large as 1 MHz with

tens of milliamperes rms in the chip wire antenna. By comparison, achieving

Ω ≈ 1 MHz with an air-side RF antenna would require a circular coil of radius

3 cm and 3 turns bearing 10 A rms of AC current.
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7
Fermions in an optical dipole trap near an atom chip

In our discussion of fermions on atom chips thus far, we have focused on spin-

polarized 40K in magnetic traps. In this section we describe an extension of

our atom chip capabilities with the incorporation of an external crossed-beam

optical dipole trap skimming the surface of the atom chip. Optical trapping

enables the use of any and all hyperfine and Zeeman spin states in our ex-

periments, as well as more flexible control of the magnetic field environment.

These added features allow us to work with strongly interacting 40K spin mix-

tures, while retaining the atom chip benefits of near-field RF and microwave

manipulation and rapid evaporation to Fermi degeneracy.

7.1
Optical trap setup

Two optical trapping beams are generated using the output of a single 500 mW

Nd:YAG laser operating at λ = 1064 nm, and directed along the x and y di-

rections through the vacuum cell and beneath the atom chip using air-side

optics (see fig. 9). Ideally, the foci would be near enough to the chip sur-

face to allow sufficient RF and microwave coupling, but not so near that the

optical potential is degraded by light scattering off the edges of the chip as

the beams are focussed. The beams should also be aligned to the existing

Z-trap position for efficient transfer from the Z-trap into the dipole trap. To

satisfy these constraints we focus the two beams at roughly 190 µm beneath

the chip surface, with 1/e2 waists w0 ∼ 18 µm and 30 µm, and Rayleigh ranges

z0 = πw2
0/λ ∼ 1.0 mm and 2.7 mm, respectively, as shown in figs. 9b and 9c.

7.2
Loading the optical trap

We load the optical trap by ramping off the Z-trap magnetic fields and ramp-

ing on the optical beams one at a time. First, the y-direction peak beam in-

tensity is increased linearly from zero to ∼ 2.9 × 107 mW/cm2 in 100 ms. The

Z-trap is then ramped off in 50 ms. Finally, the x-direction peak beam intensity

is linearly ramped from zero to ∼ 8.5 × 106 mW/cm2 in 100 ms.

Unlike when loading the Z-trap from the macroscopic magnetic trap (see

sec. 4.1), the mode matching between the Z-trap and the initial single-beam

optical trap is excellent. This allows us to load the optical trap with no observ-

able loss in atom number, but not without introducing some heating: 6 × 103

atoms in the Z-trap at T/TF ≃ 0.56 are all transferred into the optical trap,

after which T/TF ≃1.
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Fig. 9 Alignment of the dipole beams to the atom chip. a: Bottom
view, showing the alignment with the Z-wire and the trapped atoms
(black ellipse). b,c : Side-views of beams skimming 190 µm below the
atom chip surface. Beam waists and Rayleigh ranges are indicated,
along with the outer dimensions of the atom chip (black) and copper
mounting block (light grey). Dimensions are in units of micrometres
unless otherwise indicated.

7.3
Microwave and RF manipulation

With the atoms now trapped solely by the optical trap, we can use the antenna

wire (see sec. 3.1) to apply microwave radiation with amplitude Bµ and fre-

quency ωµ ∼ 2π×1.3 GHz to drive transitions between 40K hyperfine ground

states. To test and calibrate our microwave system, however, we first observed

the effects of microwave radiation on magnetically trapped 40K. By scanning

the microwave frequency near 1.3 GHz in a Z-trap with magnetic minimum

B0 = 5.22 G, we observe a loss feature in the trapped atom number, corre-

sponding to hyperfine transitions between the initial trapped state |9/2, 9/2〉
and the final, untrapped |7/2, 7/2〉 state (see fig. 10a).

Microwave and RF manipulation also allow us to create an interacting

Fermi gas in the optical trap with a |9/2,−9/2〉–|9/2,−7/2〉 spin mixture af-

ter loading a spin-polarized sample from the Z-trap in state |9/2, 9/2〉. Atoms

are transferred from |9/2, 9/2〉 to |9/2,−7/2〉 by rapid adiabatic transfer. In a

20 G external magnetic bias field, we sweep the microwave frequency from be-

low the |9/2, 9/2〉 → |7/2, 7/2〉 transition (ωµ = 2π×1235.8 MHz) to above

the |7/2,−7/2〉 → |9/2,−7/2〉 transition (ωµ = 2π×1336.2 MHz) in 500 ms.

This is followed by a 5 ms RF frequency sweep from ωRF = 2π×5.80 MHz to

2π×5.90 MHz (see fig. 10b), creating an equal spin mixture of |9/2,−9/2〉 and

|9/2,−7/2〉.
The 40K–40K interaction strength may be dramatically increased using the

well-known Feshbach resonance in a DC magnetic field of roughly 202 G [57].
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Fig. 10 a : Microwave-induced atom number 40K loss from a magnetic
Z-trap. b: Schematic Zeeman level diagram of the 40K F = 9/2 hyper-
fine ground state, indicating the microwave adiabatic rapid population
transfer (dashed arrow) and RF pulse (solid arrow) used to create a
|9/2,−7/2〉 – |9/2,−9/2〉 spin mixture (see text). c: 3-body loss of
spin-mixed 40K from an optical trap is due to an enhancement of the
scattering cross-section induced by the Feshbach resonance near
202 G.

Using external coils, we apply a magnetic bias field and monitor the 40K pop-

ulation as a function of this field. We have observed the Feshbach resonance in

our atom chip setup as a strong loss feature near 202 G, as shown in fig. 10b.

The atom number loss is attributed to 3-body decay induced by the strong

interactions near the Feshbach resonance.

8
Discussion and future outlook

The union of Fermi gases and atom chips is an important step forward in de-

generate quantum gas research. In this chapter, we have described our work

producing the first DFG on an atom chip. Using a large dual-species MOT, 40K

and 87Rb are captured and loaded onto an atom chip in numbers large enough

to enable sympathetic evaporative cooling to DFG and dual DFG-BEC quan-

tum degeneracy. The strong confinement and large inter-species collision rate

afforded by the micromagnetic trap permits an evaporation to quantum de-

generacy in as little as 6 s, faster than had been previously possible in magnetic

traps. We have also demonstrated species-selective double-well potentials in

a 40K–87Rb mixture, as well as the creation of a strongly-interacting 40K DFG

in a crossed-beam optical dipole trap skimming the surface of the atom chip.

We also note several disadvantages associated with using micromagnetic

traps for fermions. Magnetic traps are not ideal for working with the spin-

mixtures required for an interacting DFG, since spin-changing collisions can

populate magnetically untrapped spin states, causing loss. We address this

limitation by incorporating a crossed-beam optical dipole trap into our atom

chip setup. The relatively small trap volumes of microtraps also limits the
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number of target 40K and refrigerant 87Rb atoms that can be loaded into

the chip trap. Even at our maximum achievable trap depth, these limits on

the number of refrigerant atoms ultimately limit the DFG to 4×104 atoms at

T/TF & 0.1 in our system. By comparison, larger, colder, interacting DFGs are

routinely produced in spin-independent optical potentials [2].

Despite these drawbacks, atom chips remain a useful and versatile tool for

ultra-cold Fermi gas research. We close this chapter with descriptions of some

of our ongoing and future research directions with a new atom chip: double-

well potentials; interacting DFGs and DFG-BEC mixtures; and optical probes

and traps.

New atom chip We have recently adopted a richer atom chip design, which

improves on its predecessor (described in sec. 3) in three important areas.

First, the new conductor layout allows a wider selection of micromagnetic

traps with greater tunability of the oscillation frequencies. We are also now

able to generate RF double-well potentials at arbitrary angles and distances

from the chip surface, as in [12]. Second, new near-field antenna wire geome-

tries and high-frequency electrical feed-throughs improve microwave and RF

impedance matching, reducing coupling losses between the air-side and the

chip. Finally, all electrical connections to the chip are made on the back side

of the substrate, increasing the optical access for probe and trapping beams

compared to its predecessor. Designed and fabricated at the University of

Toronto [58], the chip consists primarily of silver conductors that were pat-

terned by photolithography and evaporatively deposited onto an aluminum

nitride substrate.

Bose-Fermi mixtures and double-well potentials The species-selectivity of

RF-dressed double-well potentials may be useful in studying boson-fermion

interactions in ultra-cold atomic mixtures. The strong attractive interaction

between 40K and 87Rb, known to impede sympathetic cooling in 40K–87Rb

mixtures, depends on the inter-species collision rate and related peak 40K and
87Rb number densities [5,39,40,42]. Adiabatic RF manipulation could be used

to reduce the 87Rb peak density by decompressing the m
′(Rb)
F = 2 effective

potential at the centre of the trap during sympathetic RF evaporation. Ide-

ally, the RF-dressed 40K–87Rb collision rate would be small enough to avoid a

density-driven collapse, but still large enough to maintain good inter-species

rethermalization for sympathetic cooling.

These potentials are also amenable to the study of phase coherence in the
40K–87Rb mixture as the potential barrier is raised. Recent studies of phase-

coherent RF splitting of 87Rb BECs on atom chips [11, 12, 14] and in optical

traps [59, 60] have focused on interactions and tunnelling in BEC-in-double-

well systems. An interesting extension of this work would be to assess the
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effects of a background, unsplit fermion “bath” on the tunnelling dynamics

and coherence properties of this system.

Light scattering by a DFG An inhibition of optical scattering is predicted to

occur in DFGs when EF & ER, where ER is the recoil energy [61, 62]. The

optical scattering rate depends on the availability of atomic recoil states (“final

states”), which is constrained due to Pauli blocking in the filled or nearly-

filled Fermi sea of a trapped DFG. The large oscillation frequencies and Fermi

energies available in anisotropic, harmonic atom chip microtraps (EF ∝ ω̄, see

sec. 2.1) offer a promising route toward measurements of this effect (see [63]

and references therein).
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